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Former Shakin' Street chanteuse back with an enchanting pop/rock repertoire. 10 MP3 Songs ROCK:

Modern Rock, POP: California Pop Details: Former Shakin' Street chanteuse Fabienne Shine is back with

an enchanting pop/rock repertoire sure to please both long-standing fans and new listeners. Parisiennes

Fabienne Shine and her band Shakin' Street debuted on CBS records in 1978 with the cult-classic

"Vampire Rock" and proceeded to rock the world two years later with the brilliant "Solid As A Rock"

produced by Sandy Pearlman (The Clash, Blue Oyster Cult). Heralded in the music press as the best

heavy metal to ever come out of France, the band relocated to San Francisco and toured with the likes of

Blue Oyster Cult, Cheap Trick and Black Sabbath, to name a few. Lead singer Fabienne's powerhouse

vocals and sultry stage presence garnerned her comparisons to Chrissie Hynde, Grace Slick and Siouxie

Sioux. The band lived the rock and roll dream for roughly 7 years until eventually disbanding and

becoming a fond memory for their fans... The GOOD NEWS is that Fabienne and her bandmates

continued to create music on their own...Fabienne got together in Paris a couple years ago with former

Shakin' Street drummer Jean-Lou Kalinowsky, guitarist Nicolas Bravin, bassists Franck Ory and Varik

Grand, keyboardist Bertrand Bonello , backup vocalist Dorothee Hauser and Pierre-Henri Samion who

produced "No Mad Nomad." This record showcases the perfect evolution of Fabienne's unique vocal and

songwriting talents...an upbeat yet enigmatic collection of rock and roll that you'll be sure to keep in

constant rotation. Listen for yourself! Fabienne has also recently wrapped a 3-song EP and a new

Sufi-influenced "epic"...she is currently living in Los Angeles and working with her management, Full

Moon Productions, on booking club dates in the LA area and garnering major label attention. Stay tuned...
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